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House was a basic need of human. From the pre historic time human sought for 
a suitable living place and it was the beginning point of the concept of house. 
With the biological evolution of the human the house form also subjected in to 
that evolution and shaped in to present form. So the concept of the house and 
the human had a deeply rooted attachment from the pre historic time. 
From his house, man always sought for a shelter that protects himself and his 
belonging, from the natural phenomenon like sun rain and from his enemies. 
Apart form that physical need of shelter he expected spiritual needs, and 
psychological need like sense of territoriality from his house. 
In the past period the house form was mainly describe by the cultural aspects. 
Apart from that cultural aspect the simple behavioral pattern and the 
environmental condition of the surrounding also had a very strong impact on the 
house form. 
The economical change during the colonization period played an important role 
in the formation of the house in that period as well as the periods after that. The 
cultural base house forms it that colonization period. 
In the post independence period and the latter part of the 70's where the pre 
economy introduced in to the country, huge urbanization occurred in the country 
and more and more people migrated from rural areas to the urban areas creating 
a serious housing problem. As a solution for this housing problem in the urban 
sector the concept of mass housing aroused in the country. 
Though these housing schemes and multi story housing provide the very basic 
need like shelter and protection almost all these houses provide very less 
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psychological, spiritual qualities like privacy, identity, and individuality which were 
also a must from a well shaped house. 
On the housing problem in the urban sector was increased rapidly during the 
past decade or so requiring more and more flat houses and housing scheme. 
Solutions for the housing problem in the future will also going to be more mass 
housing. So it is very important and it is a must to architects to study and identify 
the faulty situation in the past experience in mass housing. This kind of 
identification will help them in the future when they design new housing scheme 
and flat houses for community living. 
In the contemporary period the from of the house is mainly depend on the 
economic background of its dwellers. So the house becomes a commodity 
which's value depends on it quantity rather than its quality. Even though the 
people with good economic background get a chance to live in a house shaped 
in their liking, while people with middle and low income class has problem with 
their housing and house form. 
So these groups of people need special attention when it comes to housing. To 
provide them with a house with good qualities, it is architecture responsibility to 
study the mass housing and identity the good and bad aspect of the community 
housing. 
So this study was carried out to identify the plus and minus points in the mass 
housing, considering the humans behavioral pattern with there economic 
background. 
All the flat houses and the houses in the housing schemes provide the very basic 
physical need, which is expecting from the house; the shelter. In the case too the 
limited space provide by the house is a problem. All the dwellers in all type of 
houses, except the dwellers of luxury houses like Royal Park, complained that 
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there house did not provide enough spaces to carry out their day to day activities. 
This problem further more increases at the situations when they get a fixed 
house from without any flexibility to personalize. 
As a solution for the tightness of houses people in the mass house always try to 
personalize the spaces. They even try to add extra spaces even though that is 
illegal .When they get a chance to do slit modification to there house in the way 
of adding extra bit of spaces they feel more comfortable than live in a house with 
a fixed form. This situation can be clearly seen in the Soysa flats and 
Jayawadanagama housing scheme. In the Jayawadanagama housing scheme 
the people live in the type A houses, change the courtyard in to a bed room and 
find a solution for their tightness of the house. 
Lack of identity is another serious problem in the community living. People 
regardless of their economic level feel very uncomfortable in the identical house 
forms. So the people in the flat house as well as housing schemes try various 
methods like add or remove some part of the element of house, change the color 
scheme of the house etc to express the identity of their house. 
In the Jayawadanagama housing scheme almost all the house in the scheme 
has a changed front elevation expressing the identity of its dwellers. On the other 
hand in the case of Summit flats, in the design process front verandah was left to 
planting and expresses the identity of inhabitants. 
Lack of privacy in the exterior of the houses as well as in the interior of the house 
is another big problem in the community living. The privacy is one of the hardest 
aspects to provide in the community housing since lot of houses are packed in a 
small area. In the flat houses that problem is more serious than the housing 
schemas. To cater the problem of privacy the design should be carry out 
carefully in the future designs. 
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In that case too it is very important to identify the required privacy level of the 
various groups of people. Whit economical background of the people and with 
their behavioral pattern the required privacy level change vastly. 
While living in flat houses and housing schemes people find it very difficult to feel 
the sense of belongingness. They always feel alien in that kind of community 
living. People in the flat houses and housing schemes do not bother about the 
surrounding of the house or even the exterior of the house since they always feel 
that, that place is not belongs to them or they do not belongs to that place. 
So specially in the housing schemes it is important to give some kind of 
responsibility to the dwellers of the house about the surrounding of the house. 
Further more in the housing scheme and flat houses to feel comfortable with the 
sense of belongingness in their houses some kind of method is a must. That kind 
of method will help immensely to the people minds as well as the long existence 
of the houses as well. 
As in the Summit flats in the flexible design people tend to look after the "in 
between" spaces and minimize the maintenance problem. 
Lack of interaction among the people is also another big set back in the 
community living. People always feel isolated among lot of people in that kind of 
community living. This problem is more serious when it comes to living in the flat 
houses than the housing schemes. 
By introducing more spaces that develop the interaction of the dwellers in a 
house schemes and flat houses like play ground , public gathering places , library 
and swimming pool etc will help immensely in the aspect of strengthening the 
interaction of the members of that particular scheme or flat. 
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All these facts emphasize that the house form of the contemporary period has a 
deeply rooted relationship between the human's behavioral pattern as well as 
their socio economic background. Through all the cases studied in this study this 
relationship can be clearly identified. People with healthy economic background 
live in high rise luxury apartments like Royal Park, while people who get low and 
middle income live in a low quality flat house like Soysa flats. 
Through this study few important aspects are identified which will help in the 
design process of mass housing in the future. 
To the problem of tightness, the spaces which can be use as multi purpose is a 
good solution. Specially in the low and middle income flat house this kind of multi 
purpose spaces will do lot of good to its dwellers. 
To the most serious problem of privacy careful design of house is essential. In 
that process to identification of various privacy level of various group of people is 
further needed. 
To fulfill the need of identity in the house the spaces or elevation that can be 
personalized is a good solution. Very small modification like allow add or remove 
certain parts without damaging the total context or allowing the change colour 
scheme of the house will give the required psychological feel of identity to the 
dwellers of the house, while keeping the identity of the housing scheme or flat 
house as well. 
So all these facts emphasize the need of spaces in side as well as the out side of 
the house that can be personalizes. Further more when designing the community 
house, people can be provide with different options within their economic level 
related behavioral pattern, or may be architect can design only the flexible 
framework and allow people to personalize their own house will help to fulfill the 
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dwellers physical and psychological needs simultaneously. So the time has 
arrived to architect to look at the mass housing with a people centralized eye. 
"My house cannot be someone else's work of art "(Because it is mine) 
Irvin Attman 
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